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Für Gisela, Pioneering Scholar, Generous 

Friend and Generational Exemplar 

 

 

On the library website of Brigham Young University, you can access “SOPHIE,” the 

digital library, of literary works, by German-speaking women. If you click “poetry” on the 

dropdown menu, you enter the Gisela Brinker-Gabler Poetry Collection” and learn that the 

collection is dedicated to Gisela “in honor of her pioneering work in the field of German-

speaking Women's Literature, and in appreciation for her generous contributions to the Sophie 

Digital Library.”1 Gisela gifted to Sophie the product of her mid-life’s work: the fourth edition of 

her book, whose title translates as German Women Poets from the 16th Century to the Present. 

Poems and Biographies. In all its editions, this book of Gisela’s has sold over 40,000 copies. 

The Sophie digital library situates Gisela among a coterie of scholars in the field. She 

would never have claimed the privilege of the foremost pioneer label. That was not her mode. 

She was an advocate for other people’s work as much as her own; she started her career as a 

collaborative partner in a transformative scholarly enterprise. She was of a generation of scholars 

making a field. 

PIONEERING SCHOLAR AND CURATOR OF WOMEN’S WRITING. These were 

the roles Gisela superbly inhabited through her teaching and scholarship. These her enduring 
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legacies. BRILLIANCE, DILIGENCE, AND AMBITION. These were her defining scholarly 

attributes. BEAUTY AND GENEROSITY. These were the animating features of her soul. 

In memorializing my friend, I have a hybrid story to tell, at once an academic biography, 

a memoir of deep friendship, and a generational story of feminist scholars in the academy. Of the 

latter, I’ll note that Gisela and I were born within six days of one another in November of 1944. 

We share our generation. While the full story of her scholarly life and accomplishments exceed 

my capabilities, I hope that my knowledge of life narrative will carry me through. 

 

Early Romanticism 

Like others in her pioneering cohort, Gisela didn’t start her career as a feminist field-

builder. There was no such recognized literature, no canon of “greats” when Gisela started her 

D.Phil. in German, Philosophy, and Education at the University of Cologne, nor when she 

walked across a proscenium as a summa cum laude graduate in 1973. German Literature, with a 

capital L, exuded its august aura of greatness; so too German Philosophy. What was modern 

literature, what was enlightenment and post-enlightenment philosophy without the great 

Germans, male to the man. Kant Goethe Hegel Nietzsche. The names roll off the tongue, even if, 

as in my case, one cannot read or speak the language.  

But let me descend from the realms of greatness to ground this story. Gisela had traveled 

a long distance to walk across that proscenium. I’ve learned from Udo that she was born 

in Hindenburg, a town in what was Germany's Upper Silesia (now Poland). In the last months of 

the war in Europe, Gisela’s mother gathered her baby daughter and her one and a half year old 

son and together they fled the oncoming Russian army. They settled in Bavaria where Gisela’s 

mother worked on a farm. After the war, Gisela’s father returned from a prisoner of war camp in 
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France to find his family, and they then moved to Lüdenscheid in North Rhine-Westfalia. There 

Gisela finished primary school at the age of fourteen, at which time her parents decided against 

further education for their children; and so, Gisela entered into a bank apprenticeship. Sometime 

during that apprenticeship, Gisela and Udo met at an adult education center where they were 

both taking an evening course on world literature. Later, after earning her professional 

qualification and spending two years at a special school in Düsseldorf, Gisela earned a high 

school Diploma and acceptance to the University of Cologne, where her relationship with Udo 

revived and deepened.  

In her doctoral work and for her subsequent habilitation, Gisela immersed herself in the 

philosophy and literature of the male legends of early German romanticism. They lived in the 

university town of Jena in the state of Thuringia in the last years of the Eighteenth Century and 

early years of the Nineteenth. Ludwig Tieck; the brothers August Wilhelm and Friedrich von 

Schlegel; “Novalis”—pen name for Friedrich von Hardenberg; Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph 

Schelling; Friedrich Schleiermacher, Friedrich Holderlin, and others. Ever pondering the idea of 

“romantic/romantische Poesie,” they thought of themselves as an avant garde conversing about 

the ideal of artistic life, the aims of bildung, and the ever-unfolding struggle of humans for 

creative living.2  They debated legacies of the classical tradition and performed their versions of 

a Romantic method, its critical practices of reading and evaluating artworks. They communicated 

to the world through essays in the Athenaeum; the fragments of Novalis; and the scholarship on 

medievalism of Tieck. As Novalis proclaimed: “We are on a mission: we have been called upon 

for the education (Bildung) of the earth.”3 Life as art form. Art as the expression of bildung.  

 Gisela listened to their debates, proclamations, and dismissals, expressed in refreshing 

prose inflected with arrogance, earnestness, and wit. And little by little, she gravitated to Ludvig 
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Tieck who of all of them seemed the most obsessed with things medieval. Why was he so 

invested in this earlier moment? In her 1980 book, translated in English as The Reception of the 

Middle Ages in the Poetic Arts. Ludwig Tieck’s Renovation of Old-German Literature. Gisela 

offered answers to this question. With deft ease, and at-hand expertise in the long history of 

German philosophical and literary traditions, she pursued a project of doubled reading (that is, 

reading the Early Romantics reading the Middle Ages). In it, she explored the Jena 

preoccupation with the Medieval ideal of the church and society. Perhaps, they were vexed by 

the arid constraints of Enlightenment rationalism and the vacuities of a scientism bereft of God. 

Perhaps they were distraught that, in the wake of the French Revolution, common values 

dissipated, and the social fabric frayed. Tieck and his companions turned back, and back further, 

glimpsing across the Enlightenment and the Renaissance before that, an Ideal manifest in the 

habits and the habitus of the medieval church, the mythic figures and epic poems, the exuberant 

sculptural singularities of guild artists, the austere pathos of the paintings, the light-shattering 

hues of stained glass, and the ethereal, yearning expressions of faithful composers and musicians.  

Now, to be truthful, I never had a conversation with Gisela about her early years as a 

scholar. In our confabs up on the 15th floor of Library Tower, we never talked about the early 

German Romantics. I am taking license, creating an imaginary Gisela at her typewriter. I see the 

books arrayed on her desk and scattered at her feet. The stack of typewriter paper sits on a table 

behind her. She leans forward, her attention, imagination, and scholarly passion riveted on Tieck 

in Rome. Producing a dissertation and a book, she donned the mantle of those who worship 

Romanticism’s prodigies.  

But wait, I see her suddenly arrested, pausing quizzically. What? Who are these figures, 

she asks herself? She must have come upon the names of sisters-in-law Caroline and Dorothea 
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Schlegel, who wrote for the Athenaeum. And the names of the two salonierres who hosted the 

men gathered in Berlin, the other center of early German Romanticism. These commanding host 

provocateurs were Henriette Herz and Rahel Levin Varnhagen, Jewish converts to Christianity. I 

see Gisela lingering on the names and starting to research the stories of these advocates for 

women’s intellectual curiosity. They were not “writers” in the “great” sense; but Varnhagen was 

a published writer of “letters,” deploying a “female” form of life writing to go public and register 

women’s struggles to pursue bildung beyond the knowledge attached to being and behaving as 

normatively feminine. These four women were in the mix, mixing it up with the men, 

participating with them in forging the collective vision of poesie in its broadest sense. 

The names lodged in Gisela’s mind in the mid-1970s when she was a part-time Lecturer 

in Comparative Literature at the University of Essen and then garnered funding for three years to 

complete her habilitation. I imagine Gisela pulled in two directions. Steeped in the masculinist 

traditions of German Romanticism, she doggedly prepared her book for publication. Listening 

for women’s voices and searching for their work in archives, she joined other emergent feminist 

scholars in the nascent project of field transformation, the scholarly work of recovery taking 

place in academia in other countries around the world. By the late 1970s, Gisela left the men 

behind.  

 

Women’s Lives and Letters 

 For over four decades, Gisela lived amidst the sorority of women writers whose lives and 

works she dedicated her life to recovering and critically engaging. She met them in the dust of 

archives, and in the inflected accents of the German language, in exile and in extremis. She 

marked their struggles as women who made art, who pursued their aesthetic and political visions, 
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who spoke themselves through the opportunities they claimed and created and through the lived 

realities of their day.  

By the late 1970s, Gisela was exercising her formidable powers of persuasion, and 

advocating for a book series on “Woman in society - Early texts and life stories." Fischer Verlag 

responded.  She conceptualized the series as an intellectual and political project. She sought out 

feminist scholars across Germany who could contribute volumes in the series: on “women and 

music”; women and sport; women and labor unions; women and religion, women and sexual 

ethics; women’s emancipation and social democracy. There would also be books on particular 

women writers: Louise Aston, Louise Otto-Peters, Rahel Sanzara, Mathilde Franziska. Gisela 

contracted eleven books, published from 1980 to 1983. These volumes collectively projected a 

new wave of inquiry, the feminist revisioning of labor, politics, literature, art, music, athletics. 

Through her series, Gisela enabled other scholars to gain a foothold in academic publishing.  

In addition to her work as series editor, Gisela pursued her own prodigious agenda, 

publishing six edited volumes from 1978-1983. Three of them focused on women’s writing on 

specific topics. The earliest, “On the psychology of the woman. Early writings by Lou 

Andreas-Salomé, Hedwig Dohm, Isolde Kurz, Rosa Mayreder et. al.,” published in 1978, 

involved her recovery of largely forgotten women writers of the 19th and early 20th centuries 

who had written on gender roles, femininity, and the psychology of women. In 1979, she 

followed with Women’s Work and Vocations. Early writings by Lily Braun, Clara Zetkin, 

Ricarda Huch, Alice Salomon et. al. In this volume she compiled texts on the subject of women 

and work, equity, wages, and the division of labor written by bourgeois women and proletarian 

participants in the radical feminist movement. 1980 saw her anthology of prose and poetry on 

war by women of the 19th and 20th centuries as well as documents of the largely forgotten 
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women's peace movements at the beginning of the Twentieth Century. It was titled Women 

against war. Early writings by Olive Schreiner, Selma Lagerlöf, Rosa Luxemburg, Claire Goll et. 

al.. For each volume, Gisela had to make decisions related to content and write substantial 

introductions to the women and the texts.  

Bam. Bam. Bam.  

A second book published in 1980 was the first of two volumes coming out of Gisela’s 

interest in women’s life writing. At this moment in academic feminism, both feminist theory and 

autobiographical studies emerged as energizing fields. And so, at the very same time as I was 

writing the earliest draft of the introduction to my first book on women’s autobiography in 

England and the U.S, Gisela was giving new life to the autobiographical work of Fanny Lewald, 

a successful and long-lived Jewish writer, whose robust, three volume autobiography of 1861 is 

recognized as a major memoir of the Nineteenth Century. Gisela labored to abridge it into one 

volume entitled Fanny Lewald: My Life History.  

A year later, in 1981, Gisela’s engagement with little-known German women’s lives 

manifested itself in her translation of the life narrative of Toni Sender. A Jewish socialist, Sender 

had been one of the few women in government in Weimar Germany; she later escaped the Nazis, 

and immigrated to the United States where she became a high-ranking official in the United 

Nations.” Gisela prepared the first German edition of her Autobiography of a German Rebel,.  

Then in 1983, after immersing herself in Bertha von Suttner’s autobiographical and political 

writings, Gisela published a selection of those writings as “Fighter for Peace.”  

In two other late-1980s projects, Gisela published A Lexicon (or dictionary) of German-

speaking Women Writers: 1800 – 1945. In it she offered bio-bibliographies of 214 women 

writers from the 19th to the 20th century. She also edited two volumes, encompassing over a 
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thousand pages, presenting exemplary critical approaches to German women’s literature. 

Volume 1 covered  German Women’s Literature from the Middle Ages till the end of the 18th 

century. Volume 2 covered German Women’s Literature: From the 19th century to the Present. 

Bam. Bam. Bam.  

With her non-stop energy and dynamism, Gisela served and shaped her field. Recovering, 

arranging, introducing, publicizing the works of women authors and feminist forerunners. 

Introducing students and colleagues to the prehistory of women’s writing and of feminist thought 

in the 20th century. Editing to redress the pattern of undervaluing women’s cultural production. 

Providing other scholars and students with ready-to-hand collections of critical and theoretical 

essays seeding approaches to teaching these writers. Providing biographical information on the 

writers to contextualize their works.  

Gisela, like I, was a member of the generation of women who came of age in the 1960s, 

became feminist scholars in the 1970, and published books focused on feminist work in the 

1980s. And she was exemplary, with a stunning output of collections. Those  were also decades 

of diversity, debate, and dissension, but they had some common features. Both Gisela and I 

struggled to get into doctoral programs and to find a foothold in academia. We worked in 

environments where we had to claim and defend our authority, both as scholars and as professors 

in the classroom, in order to survive and thrive. We worked enthusiastically and tirelessly, 

advocating for new programs, educating sometimes hostile colleagues, critiquing the straight 

white masculinist ethos, and arguing to reshape the aesthetics of literature with its canons of 

greatness. Through it all we remained productive as scholars.  

But it all came at a cost. There were no family-friendly policies and nurturance leaves. I 

planned my pregnancy on a tight schedule, giving birth to my son on December 31st, 1976, and 
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returning to the classroom within ten days for the winter term. Similarly, in Germany, Gisela 

deferred motherhood until 1983, when Kai, her and Udo’s beloved son, was born. Part of the 

bond I felt with Gisela came through these shared experiences of breaking through the academic 

glass ceiling, with as many smiles on our faces as we could muster and reservoirs of 

determination in our bones. 

As with other partners of this generation, Udo stood by her side, as he had done in their 

years at the University of Cologne. He must have watched her, astonished by her entrepreneurial 

mobilization of humanist scholars who communicated their feminist critical practice to others in 

the field, and collectively produced their own form of “Bildung.”   

 

Coming to Binghamton 

Then, in 1988, Gisela’s life radically changed when a new opportunity for Udo opened at 

SUNY-Binghamton. She left Germany behind for the North American academy with the 

challenge of being one member of an academic couple. It wasn’t their first academic residence in 

the US. In early 1974, not long after taking their doctoral exams on the same day and getting 

married, Gisela and Udo left Germany for the University of Florida In Gainesville, where they 

took up positions as assistant professors. But they returned to Germany when in 1976, Udo 

received an offer from the Ruhr-University of Bochum to start working for his habilitation.   

For Udo the move to Binghamton University unfolded in its traditional trajectory. 

Gisela’s career followed a certain pattern for academic women positioned as “ trailing spouses,”. 

I was, in 1988, Interim Dean of Arts and Sciences here at Binghamton, and so I met Udo for an 

interview in my office. I subsequently met Gisela and then worked with the Comparative 

Literature Department on an appointment as Visiting Associate Professorship. Visiting Associate 
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marked two aspects of her appointment. She came from the position of Lecturer in the German 

Department at the University of Cologne. As often happens when European scholars move to 

North American universities, the translation of scholarly activity and academic position can 

become thorny. Her lectureship had no analogous rank at Binghamton. And her prolific scholarly 

portfolio did not mirror the normative portfolio of two monographs for promotion to full 

professor, an expectation in the humanities that undervalued the prodigious scholarly activities of 

field building. Thus the “associate” designation. The term “Visiting” marked the precarity of her 

non-tenured position. Imagine the pressure of that positionality. In the late 1980s, the concept of 

“spousal hiring” had barely gained traction in the North American academy; and it proceeded by 

fits and starts as department chairs and deans scrambled to find solutions for the new realities of 

academic lives. Gisela, following Udo to the U.S. to improve his research situation, had to 

“trust” that she would not long remain a “visitor” in Binghamton, or an “associate” professor. 

Gisela’s act of love, a sacrifice often made by couples where both partners are academics, 

shifted the conditions of her scholarly life. With her new position, Gisela had to negotiate writing 

in a second language in a different academic system and in a different ecology of scholarly 

publication. For several years she toggled between two worlds. In 1991 she brought to fruition 

the last of her major projects originally published in German, the updated and expanded fourth 

edition of German women’s poetry from the 16th Century to the Present, mentioned in my 

opening. At the same time, she built collegial relationships and settled into the atmosphere of 

heady theoretical debates on the 15th floor of Library Tower. Her doctoral training in philosophy, 

German, and comparative literature assured that Gisela seamlessly made her home in a 

comparative literature department focused on continental philosophy and postmodernist theory. 

In 1990, I joined Gisela in Comparative Literature after three years as Interim Dean. And I, as 
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did the rest of my colleagues on that floor, quickly came to admire her ebullience, her 

irrepressible greeting and her tireless enthusiasm for the life of the department. By 1993 Gisela 

shed her “visiting” appointment and the rank of “associate.” She became Professor of 

Comparative Literature. Securely ensconsed in the department and the university, she thrived, a 

powerful intellectual force and dedicated teacher and mentor of graduate students. 

In this intellectual environment, the direction of Gisela’s scholarly interests shifted as she 

engaged directly projects on theoretical issues. The Other. Nation, Gender and Multiculturalism. 

Meaning, perception, memory, and the unconscious. Her first book in English came out of a 

symposium she organized in Fall 1991 on the topic of “encountering the other.” I can still see the 

gathered scholars and hear the generative buzz of that symposium. And as if in a way-back 

machine, I can feel again the nervous moment of delivering my own paper. Gisela graciously 

invited my participation and asked for my paper for her 1995 book Encountering the Other(s). 

Studies in Literature, History, and Culture.  Looking back through this volume, I recognize her 

characteristic attraction to edge topics; her astute attention to mixing local doctoral students with 

stars of the day, colleagues at Binghamton with her network of Germanists; her commitment to  

interdisciplinarity and diverse theoretical perspectives; and her resourcefulness in raising money 

for conferences and securing publishing contracts.  

Soon Gisela and I began thinking about doing a book together, a collaborative project to 

respond to the dramatic changes taking place in ‘the New Europe” after the fall of the Berlin 

Wall. We decided to assemble essays engaging the intersectionality of gender, ethnicity, 

nationalisms, and representational politics in the post-1989 era. Taking up diverse modes and 

media, such as personal narrative, film, essays, magazines, poetry, and fiction, the essays also 

attended to specific and diverse national contexts, ranging from Ireland to Russia, France to the 
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former Yugoslavia, Sweden to Italy. That edited collection became Writing New Identities: 

Nation, Gender and Multiculturalism in Contemporary Europe, published in 1997.  

Leafing through the book again, I am struck by the contributors list. Gisela, of course, 

knew the people working on German texts; I knew the people whose work engaged questions of 

theorizing women’s life writing; and with the help of generous scholars we found even more 

people. Sander Gilman, a participant in Gisela’s 1991 symposium, directed us to Karen 

Remmler. Toril Moi directed us to scholars in Denmark and Sweden and helped us find Ebba 

Witt-Brattstrom. Peter Ramadanovic, a comp lit doctoral student, recommended that we contact 

Svetlana Slapsak, with whom he had studied in the former Yugoslavia before coming to 

Binghamton.  

Collaboration with Gisela was so very easy. In the hallway, she would come toward me 

with that unforgettable smile on her face, making me feel I was the absolute center of her 

attention. “Siiiid”, she would say, with the voice lingering on the “i”. We would sit in my office; 

I at the computer and she on a nearby chair. We fired on all our cylinders, planning together, 

writing fragments of an introduction, reading, then revising. If we floundered and sensed a 

dullness in the process it was when we were talking about how we could convey to a contributor 

the need for major revision. If we flagged it was when we got to the details of dogging 

contributors to submit their final edits.  But when we talked intellectual ideas, we became a 

world together. Gisela always leaned toward me, as if we were special twins, intimates of ideas.  

Our collaboration unfolded so seamlessly that, while awaiting the publication of Writing 

New Identities, we planned another collection of essays. We named it “Polyglot Poetics,” a 

project that would engage questions of heterolingualism and innovative, hybrid narrative and 

poetic forms. We both had observed such forms becoming more and more prevalent in 
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contemporary cultural production. It never came to fruition. And until a month ago, when I found 

a folder with that name on it in a file cabinet, I had forgotten that we did get a contract, signed by 

both of us. Life had intruded. I left Binghamton in 1996 for the University of Michigan and 

became overwhelmed in my new position as Director of Women’s Studies. Potential contributors 

moved on to different projects. Gisela had to adjust to Udo’s move to the University of Vienna 

where she took up a Visiting Professorship of Gender and Women’s Studies in the 1999-2000 

academic year. So we shut down the factory of polyglot ideas, slipped folders off our desks and 

into file cabinets. Coming across the file summoned up for me Gisela’s ever-convincing 

enthusiasm, and I thought, for a brief moment, that we should have persisted. But we didn’t.  

 

After 2000 

Gisela chose to stay at Binghamton, recognizing that she would not have the position and 

stature and opportunities in Austria that she had here.  She stayed for her son; for her career; for 

her scholarly interests; for her department; for her many doctoral students. It was a choice her 

beloved Udo supported. Theirs became a bi-continental marriage that had them shuttling 

between the relative quiet of upstate New York and the dynamic though often conservative hub 

of Austria’s capital city.  

As always, even with this long commute, Gisela pursued a succession of book projects 

and contributed essay after essay to journals and edited volumes as well as online encyclopedia 

resources related to German-speaking women writers. I can only highlight a few of them.  

In 2000, Gisela contributed to the edited volume entitled Facing Fascism and 

Confronting the Past. In “The Primitive and the Modern: Gottfried Benn and Else Lasker-

Schüler,” she reckons with connections between avant garde artistic practice and fascist 
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ideology. Joining her broad knowledge of women poets to her expertise in modernist writing and 

philosophy, Gisela sorts through the investment of German Expressionism in strands of emergent 

fascism, landing on the fascistic strain of figuring woman and the female principle as aligned 

with nature, an other to the new man, a cipher of difference holding the key to modernist 

masculinity. In Else Lasker Schuler’s poetry, she sees an alignment of the figure of woman with 

liveliness. She also observes Lasker Schuler’s prescient recognition of the poisonous threat of 

masculinity implicit in Benn’s modernist moves. In her conclusion, Gisela calls for “a more 

detailed account” that would “reveal to what extent the women Expressionists identified with 

certain representations of Woman and/or to what extent they expressed resistance to the (ab)use 

of such representations.” In her entwining of the woman writer and the figure of woman, Gisela 

exposes the fragmenting, enabling, stuttering, and restless relation of historical actor to a 

troubling gendered imaginary. 

Gisela’s fascination with polyglot poetics persisted in her 2004 essay on Ingeborg 

Bachmann, entitled “Living and Lost in Language: Translation and Interpretation in Ingeborg 

Bachmann’s ‘Simultan.’” This essay appeared in the volume on Bachmann that she co-edited 

with Binghamton Comp Lit doctoral student Markus Zisselsberger and published in 2004. Born 

in Klagenfurt, Austria, in 1926, Bachmann died in Rome in 1973 just as Gisela was finishing her 

doctoral degree at Cologne. Now, thirty years later, she had the opportunity to make good on one 

of the German writers whose life had become entwined with her scholarly fascinations.   

 Reading Gisela’s introduction and her essay on  “Simultan,” I sense a vibrant sympathy 

the scholar critic extends to the brilliant poet of the generation that came of age in the time of 

fascism. You can sense how much Gisela admired Bachmann’s brave confrontation with the 

continuing legacy of fascist relationships; how much she learned of trauma and memory from 
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Bachmann’s opacity, her fragmentary attempts at assembling “true sentences,” her struggle to 

image the past in the present and pause with trepidation before the devouring maw of 

incomprehension.   

But after rereading the proposal for polyglot poetics alongside the Bachmann essay, I 

approach her moving, deft, and elegant essay on Bachman’s Simultan as a shadowy 

auto/biographical meditation on living in multiple languages for the woman scholar whose 

mother tongue is German. It is a powerful essay, a deep reading of the story Simultan, with its  

protagonist Nadja who becomes a translator in the wake of her confrontation with the abyme of 

language and its thwarting of singular meaning. Along her route of analysis, Gisela calls upon 

the philosophers with whom she converses, Steiner and Benjamin, Wittgenstein and Bachmann 

herself in her essays and scholarly writings.  “Language communicates itself through all its sonic 

and linguistic specificities and language itself seeks supplementation by other languages, other 

words, the other’s words,” she writes.” For Gisela, Nadja’s fundamental relationship to language 

is one of “instinctive rebellion” and its everyday practice Gisela describes as “vigilance for the 

peculiar” (204). Exercising her own vigilance of the singular, Gisela projects aspects of her own 

history in her reading of Bachmann’s late work. The title sections provide a map of Gisela’s 

movement through space and theoretical turns. Textual hybridism. Flexible, or adaptable, 

Woman. Living in Transit. The Multilingual Life. Returning to the Mother Tongue. The 

Foreignness of Language. The Task of the Translator.  In this set of subdivisions, Gisela 

encompasses the thematics and theories of comparative literary studies at Binghamton and the 

complexities of her own experience of living between languages and locations.  

In 2012, Gisela published her culminating work on Lou Andreas-Salomé: Image in 

Outline. Reading Lou Andreas-Salomé. As she observes in the opening paragraph of chapter one, 
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“Umriss: B(u)ilding Woman or Sexual Difference,” her project involves looking back, 

recovering Andreas-Salomé’s thought at the turn of the Twentieth Century. It requires thinking 

backward to a “historically specific facticity”; and it requires a recognition that the author of a 

book on Andreas-Salomé is herself in the ‘now’ “that is our own specific moment of reading 

backwards towards these constructions and their contexts” (19). There is a third temporality as 

well that Gisela illuminates throughout: that of Andreas-Salomé thinking backward through the 

works of earlier writers and philosophers, thinking backward in her own ‘now.’ Thus, the reach 

of Gisela’s analysis spans three centuries of thinking on perception, memory, image, and reason, 

and the vexed relationships of mind, imagination, and embodied experience, of sexual difference 

and identity, of subject and object. Gisela had pursued this intellectual method before, in that 

first book in which she read the early Romantics reading the medieval period; only here, she 

brings the full force of her feminist analysis to a figure of great seductive power. 

If the temporal axis of Image in Outline is long, the citational axis of her study is broad. 

Her mind moves backward with Andreas-Salomé; and it constantly moves sideways in 

juxtapositions of Andreas-Salomé’s thought with the thought of a diverse range of philosophers 

and writers. She sets Andreas-Salomé’s aesthetics of emblematic readings in relationship to 

Benjamin’s allegoristic reading. Here is Gisela: “The allegorist (Benjamin) separates from the 

context of life and presents a picture of ‘frozen unrest’ that arises from an anxious relation to the 

world; the emblematic reader (Andreas-Salomé) holds on to a memory of the context of life and 

thus, less concerned, experiments patiently with provisional designs of meaningful structures” 

(15). In her discussion of Andreas-Salomé’s book on her 1900 journey to Russia with Rilke, 

Gisela reads Andreas-Salomé alongside the French feminists Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva on 
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the efficacies of emancipatory femininity in order to elaborate Andreas-Salomé’s notions of 

sexual difference.  

In this chapter as well, Gisela engages Andreas-Salomé’s concept of postmourning as 

biographical praxis. Writing of her lost beloved, Andreas-Salomé strives toward an alternative 

representational mode of dialogue, joining fragments from Rilke’s letters, his poetry, and 

photographs, multiplying kinds of imaging. In effect, Gisela argues, “Andreas-Salomé’s writing 

presents itself not just as a ‘taking in’ of an object, or a ‘constituting’ of it, but as a creation of a 

‘together’ that undercuts the separation of subject and object by a dialogical principle in order to 

preserve the other in openness” (17). In this praxis, Andreas-Salomé offers an alternative theory 

of mourning itself to that of Freud.  

Poignantly, in her praxis Gisela projects the togetherness of herself as feminist theorist 

and literary critic and her object, Lou. Gisela and Lou seem here to be co-creating, in dialogue, a 

visionary practice. In this way, Gisela too becomes an “image in outline” of the feminist scholar, 

projected through “companion readings” that place Andreas-Salomé not only alongside her 

precursors and contemporaries but alongside Gisela’s contemporaries as well.  

 

Conclusion 

However daunting the translational and transnational pressures in her daily realities, 

Gisela moved through life with tireless energy, generosity of spirit, and a profound and 

principled confidence in her role and contributions. She had been born amidst the violence of 

Nazi propaganda, the fascistic fantasies of the Fuhrer’s last stands, the frenzy of survival, the 

gathering shrouds of looming guilt, the ruins of monuments of German culture. She dedicated 

her life’s project to the German concept of bildung, to the ethical recovery of the creative corpus 
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of German women writers. She worked to give them a place, a role, a voice in the central debates 

of their times, always recognizing the constraints of their lived conditions, the norms with which 

they negotiated or compromised and against which they railed. She gave them a role in the story 

of German romanticism. She gave them a role in the story of psychoanalysis and German 

expressionism. She struggled with their place in the history of German fascism. She put them in 

dialogue with other great modernists of European literary and philosophical traditions. And they 

gave her their lives and afterlives. She found in their writings, echoes of her own lived realities. 

They were in conversation with her as much as she was in conversation with them.  

Gisela was in the thick of these dialogues in early June. She left behind several books-in-

progress: an edited book on modes of autobiographical writing by Lou Andreas-Salomé; a co-

edited book with Nicole Shea on The Many Voices of Europe. Mobility and Migration in 

Contemporary Europe; a reader entitled Lou Andreas-Salomé’s writings in English (Key essays 

and literary texts in translation); a German translation of her 2013 book on Lou Andreas-

Salomé.  And the big one, a summative book on German Women Intellectuals. In this latter, I 

imagine she saw before her the project for which her entire scholarly life prepared her: a 

magisterial study of 19th and 20th century German women intellectuals, beginning with those 

women she would have discovered almost fifty years earlier in the salons of Berlin and the homes 

of Jena in the last years of the Eighteenth Century. Formally retired, and a Bartle Professor 

Emerita, she would now have time.  

I was the beneficiary of Gisela’s desire to share a book; and after, she shared her life with 

me in periodic emails as well. I found one from January 14, 2008, in my backlog, a message she 

wrote congratulating me on election as MLA second vice president n. In the exchange, she asked 

about my son Tony, offering up a memory of him. “Actually, an image of Tony came to my 
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mind, when I first saw him. It was at a reception at your house, when we came to Binghamton, a 

beautiful summer day. He was probably around 12, playing with a Baseball bat and very much 

looking forward to the new Baseball stadium in Binghamton. Well, time flies. . . . I hug you.” 

Rereading her message, I saw before me my adorable, awkward son. What a wonderful gift of 

memory passing between two mothers with grown sons far away. And in reading her final 

words, I felt her arms stretch around me, her body against mine. Not “hugs,” which are things, 

but “I hug you,” which is loving action. 

And in early April of 2015 she wrote back when I told her I couldn’t come to 

Binghamton for a conference. After catching me up on the department, she wrote “Right now, I 

am working on editing the German translation of my book Image in Outline: Reading Lou 

Andreas-Salomé. Actually, I am pretending to do so, there has been too much work with the 

hiring process this spring, admission etc. etc..” In two sentences, she captured the kinds of shared 

exhaustion we were experiencing in our late careers, the toggling and tension between persisting 

ambition and the weight of unending responsibilities.  

And the last time we shared our lives. In mid-November, 2017, I was in Vienna on the 

lecture trip to Europe. I had written Gisela to see if she would be there during my stay. No, she 

wrote back, but Udo would love to take my friend Julia and me for a tour and dinner. We met up 

on a gray day. Udo was the perfect guide, moving us on a walking tour through the city he knew 

so well. We stopped in a large courtyard to observe the architecture, and suddenly Udo’s phone 

rang. Gisela joined our company. Julia took a photo of Udo, and me with the phone to my ear. 

“I’m on the phone with you!” I wrote when I sent her the photo afterward. Her voice in that 

transcontinental communication sent shards of sunlight through the gray November day.  
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The memory of that voice fills this hall for me now. With you, I bid farewell to my 

always brilliant friend, Gisela Brinker-Gabler.  
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1 (http://sophie.byu.edu/works_collections_poetry)   
2 For further background, see Frederick C. Beiser, The Early Political Writings of the German 
Romantics, Cambridge University Press, 1996, viii.  
3 Cited in Beiser, 26. 

                                                


